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ABSTRACT
The periodic vacuum structure formed from magnetic and electric fields is derived
in the two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with the Chern-Simons term. It is shown that
both the magnetic flux quantization in the fundamental sell and conductivity quantization
inherent to the vacuum. Hence, the quantum Hall effect gets its natural explanation.
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1.
One of the interesting topics of nowadays physics is the investigation of the
two-dimensional gauge field theories [1]. First of all this is stimulated by attempts to
understand the quantum Hall effect and high temperature superconductivity [2]. Besides,
a theory in two space dimensions possesses a number of interesting properties. One
of them is the possibility to introduce a gauge field mass without destroying of gauge
invariance. This mass, the well known Chern-Simons term [1], has the topological nature
and effects various processes.
In the present letter we investigate the vacuum in a magnetic field H of the twodimensional Yang-Mills field with the topological mass m ^ 0. As was shown in our
paper [3], in this model the homogeneous magnetic field - the well known Savvidy state
[4] - is spontaneously generated. In contrast to the massless case where this field is
completely unstable because of tachyonic mode in the gluon spectrum [5],[6], for m / 0
there is a threshold Ho of the instability appearance and for some big masses either the
vacuum magnetization and stabilization of this state happen to be realized. Our aim
here is to continue the vacuum investigations in some other line and determine a vacuum
in magnetic fields below Ho. To do it we will derive the solution of the time-dependent
classical field equations which describes a lattice of static magnetic and electric fields. This
lattice can be realized uniquely due to the Chern-Simons term and actually exhibits the
periodic structure of the new type. In it the magnetic flux quantization in the fundamental
cell and conductivity quantization are realized. Hence, the quantum Hall effect gets its
natural explanation. The most essential vacuum characteristics (the gluon condensate
amplitude, current, magnetic and electric fields) will also be calculated.
2. Let us consider the Lagrangian of the two-dimensional SU(2) gluodynamics with
the Chern-Simons term:
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where A" is the gauge field potential, G% = d^Al - dvA^ + g €abc A^Al, Vf = <^3 M +
g Ga6c J4£, g is a coupling constant, m is the Chern-Simons mass and /x = 0, l , 2 ; a = l,2,3
are the space-time and internal indexes, respectively. For what follows it will be convenient
to introduce "the charged basis" of fields,

Then the Lagrangian takes the form:
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where FMi/ = dMA, — d^A^ the kinetic momentum PM = i# + 5(A« + A«) includes the
_
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external field A^ and the field A generated in the system. Let us take the external field
potential in the form: AM = 8nHx\. The corresponding field equations are the following:
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Now, let us apply Abrikosov's method [7] and determine a vacuum in magnetic fields H
near the threshold Ho (calculated below). The linearized equation (3) with A = 0 reads,
PlW-" - P'PxW-* + 2igFliXWi + im e ^ P\W~ = 0 ,

(6)

where now PM = id^
Multiplying Eq. (6) on PM and taking into account the commutation relation [PM, P,,] =
igF^v one obtains the constraint
Wo~ = 0 .
(7)
With this condition it is easy to check that there are no static solutions of Eq. (6). This is
not a surprise because the Chern-Simons term mixes electric and magnetic components of
A^ and so both of them should be generated in a vacuum. The electric field will effect the
charged components so only the stationary (not static) solutions for W* may be realized.
To incorporate this idea let us extend the class of possible functions and introduce the
following ansatz for W~:
W;(x,y,t) = W-(x,y)e-^

,

(8)

with u> to be determined below. Performing the Fourier transformation
dk

(9)
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let us rewrite Eq.(6) in the form:
(iudx - im(gHx - k))W{- + {-mdx + u>(gHx (-u;2 + (gHx - kf)W~ + (-i(gHx - k)dx - irrnv +
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This system has a solution
(11)
where c is a constant, (i = 1,2 and u> satisfies the relation
(12)
The vector 6^ = -TJ

1 j is the spin operator eigenvector with eigenvalue + 1 . Notice
= 0. From Eq. (12) one obtains:

that function (11) satisfies the condition
m .

m

Hence it follows that the stationary solution exists in the fields H < Ho = ^-. In the
fields H > Ho the frequency becomes imaginary and the stationary solution does not
exist. So, in what follows we will consider H < Ho.
3. In order to determine a vacuum structure in fields H ~ Ho near the threshold
let us, following to Abrikosov [7], take into account a degeneracy in k and introduce the
linear combination of functions (11) with different momenta.
WL(x, y, t) - e-^ J2 c. exp[infcy - ^(x

- -^-)] ,
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where Cn are coefficients. To have a lattice solution it is necessary to subject cn the
periodicity condition
c
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with v to be a integer number. Then one obtains
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As well known [7,8], the solution properties are weakly dependent on the particular choice
of cn and k. Only the form of the lattice depends on them. The degeneracy will be
removed when the non-linearity of field system will be taken into account. It also leads
to the normalization of function (13). Below the index L at WL will be omitted.
Now, let us calculate the current (5) in the vacuum. To do it let us write down Eq.
(13) in the form: W = \W(x, y)\ exp[^(x, y) — iut\ and substitute it and the vector 6M to
the Eq.(5). We have,
/o = -2gu\W\2 - mF12 +
h - d2(g\W\2 + m i 0 ) ,
72 =
-dl(g\W\2

(15)

Here, the terms ~ AjVK|2 were omitted because they are small as compare \W\2. Substituting (15) into (4) one obtains the relation between thefieldFi 2 generated in the vacuum
and the field \W\:
Fu=g\W\2 + mAQ.
(16)
As it is seen, the potential Ao contributes to the magnetic field strength due to the
topological mass presence. With Eq.(16) the Eq.(4) for the component Ao reads
{dl + dl - m 2 ) ^ = 2gu\W\2 + mH .

(17)

The second term in the right-hand side is just the induced charge in a magnetic field.
It does not produce an electric field in the (x, j/)-plane and does not effect a vacuum
structure. So, we shall omit it in what follows. Then the solution to Eq.(17) gets the
form,
Ao(r) -
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where KQ(X) is the MacDonald function, f, r1 are radia in the (a;, y)-plane. It is very
essential that A0(f) is time independent one. Hence, the strength (16) is gauge invariant
because the static Ao potential is gauge invariant itself.

A more simple local relation between AQ(r) and W(x,y) can be derived in the approximation ^ ^ <C m?. In this case from Eq.(17) one obtains:
,J/)| 2 -
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This approximation was used in Ref.[9] for the lattice description in the electroweak theory
and is a good one. It represents all the peculiarities of the vacuum structure and moreover
differs from results obtained with the exact non-local relation (18) only in 10% [10]. So, in
what follows we restrict ourselves by the discussion of relation (19). Hence, for magnetic
and electric fields we have:
F12 =
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To derive the normalization condition for W let us take into account the non-linearity
of the system. The energy of fields is given by the expression
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where £ is the Lagrangian (2). Then assuming that W^ and A^ give a minimum of energy
and substituting W —* (1 +e)Vr; e <C 1 in equation (21) one obtains for energy variation
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where the terms of the order ~ e2 have been omitted. This expression was derived with the
field Ap written in the form, A^ = A^ + A^\ where A'1) appears due to the W presence
and deviation H from Ho. besides, Eq.(6) and the condition, P^W'^ = 0 was also used.
Taking into account that F$ = H — Ho + g(l — I f ) ! ^ ! 2 , the following normalization
conditions can be derived:
— +g(Ho-H)
m

m*

where |H^|n denotes functions integrated over the volume V of the system. Written in
this form the normalization condition plays an essential role because it does not depend
on the specific structure of the lattice. Notice that for m = 0 from Eq.(23) and relation
(12) follows \W\A = 0, that is the structure does not realized.

The obtained normalization condition (23) differs in an essential way from that of
superconductivity [7] and electroweak theory [9]. In particular, the gluon condensate W,
does exist at H = 0 for the frequency ui = u+ in Eq.(12). The energy calculation described
below shows that solution with u> = u>+ is favorable. So, it should to be realized. That
is what below we will discuss results for this one. As it was mentioned before, the choice
of the lattice structure can be done by fixing the specific values of k and v. This gives a
possibility to calculate explicitly the ratio

(24)

-

As is well known [8], for the triangular lattice one has v ~ 2, ft — 1,16 and for square
lattice - v = 1, j3 = 1, 18. This information is sufficient for calculation of the macroscopic
vacuum characteristics.
4. First, let us calculate the magnetic induction B - the average value of the microscopic magnetic field. With Eq.(20) it can be written in the form:
B = H + g{l-—)\W\*m
Using the normalization condition (23) and relation (24) one obtains,
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As follows from Eq.(26) for the choice u = u;+ the gluon condensate partially screens the
external field, and for u> = u~ - antiscreens it.
The mean energy density (e = UjV) of fields can be calculated with Eqs. (21), (3)-(5):

Using once again Eqs. (23), (24) let us rewrite this expression as follows,

b^

3

As numerical calculations show e is decreasing with the decreasing of /? at fixed B,
therefore, the triangular lattice should be realized in the vacuum.
Now, let us consider e as a function of H. The numerical calculation shown that e is
an increased function of H and its value is alway smaller as compared with the energy
of homogeneous field applied. At some critical value of H = Hc the total energy gets
to be zero. For the choice u> = u+ this value is Hc ~ 0,912// o , that is close enough to
the threshold Ho. For smaller external fields energy becomes negative. This means that
actually the lattice structure can be spontaneously generated. As an example let us note
the particular values of e(H); For H = Ho, e = ^ ( 1 - ^ ) , for H = 0, e = -§§#0- It
is interesting to note that latter value is smaller than then energy of Savvidy's state with
the same m.

5. Let us discuss other properties of the lattice. Applying standard arguments as in
superconductivity [7]-[10] it is easy to determine the magnetic field quantization in the
fundamental cell with the flux quantum 4>o — ~ a s i n the electroweak theory [9],[10].
The second essential property is the conductivity quantization. The vacuum current /,and electricfieldare connected in a standard way: /, = CTijEj, where <7,j is the conductivity
tensor. If one compares this expression with Eqs. (15), (20), the following explicit form
for <7,j can be derived,
771

e,j is the antisymmetric unit tensor. As it is seen, the current and field appears to be
orthogonal to each other and the conductivity a is a function of the external field as in
the Hall effect. The most simple expression for a will be in the limit H —* 0; a = —. As
is well known [1], the Chern-Simons mass must be quantized,
m = ~~n ,

(30)

n is an integer number. Hence, the conductivity quantization immediately follows:
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If one compares this expression with the Hall conductivity aH — \^nn [2], the following
relation can be derived:
n
Thus, in the model under consideration the quantum Hall effect gets natural explanation.
6. The two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with the Chern-Simons mass term exhibits
an attractive feature and has a non-trivial vacuum state - the lattice of magnetic and
electric fields with the cells ~ ^ . This periodic vacuum has an energy lower than the
Savvidy state and the latter one does not realized. The lattice divides space in cells and
in this way the tachyonic mode is excluded.
It is very essential that in two dimensions the magnetic field confines the charged
fields. So, the static and stationary time-dependent configurations are to be physically
equivalent ones. As it also has been determined, all the observables - electric and magnetic
fields, current, energy, etc.- are time-independent too. The magnetic flux quantization
and the conductivity quantization derived above are a strict consequence of m ^ 0. So
this mechanism would work for other models with m ^ 0.
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